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Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs’ Willson Contreras returns with a bang from his week off with the flu 
By Steve Greenberg 
 
Padres 7, Cubs (SS) 5 
 
Cubs (SS) 2, Giants 1 
 
Flu? What flu? 
 
That was catcher Willson Contreras — in his first game back after missing a week due to illness — laying 
into a Jordan Lyles pitch for a two-run homer to center in the Cubs’ four-run third inning against the 
Padres in Peoria. It was the second homer of the spring for a player batting .353 and eying what he 
hopes will be his first All-Star season. 
 
“He looked good behind the plate, too,” said manager Joe Maddon, who watched the game on TV back 
in Mesa. “He tried his pickoffs at third, second and first. He had a great at-bat. He hit it, put his head 
down — he knew it was gone.To have that much time off and be that on, not everybody can do that.” 
 
Two walks and a long fly 
 
Third baseman Kris Bryant continues to see the ball well. He drew his fifth and sixth walks of the spring 
against the Padres — a fine-looking total compared with his seven strikeouts. 
 
Shortstop Addison Russell led off the fourth inning against Giants ace Madison Bumgarner with his first 
home run of the spring. Russell added an infield hit and his batting .364. 
 
Don’t even try it 
 
The Giants’ Austin Jackson was caught attempting to steal home off Cubs starter Tyler Chatwood in the 
fifth inning. With Kelby Tomlinson batting, Hunter Pence broke for second, drawing a throw from 
catcher Victor Caratini to Russell, who fired home in time to nail a sliding Jackson. Caratini was banged 
up on the play but stayed in the game. 
 
On deck 
 
Cubs at Royals, Surprise, Alec Mills vs. Ian Kennedy, 3:05 p.m., Wednesday, cubs.com audio. 
 
-- 
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Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs newcomer Tyler Chatwood shuts down Giants in best start of promising spring 
By Steve Greenberg 
 
MESA, Ariz. — Is it still too soon to start wondering if Cubs newcomer Tyler Chatwood is going to be 
really good? 
 
The 28-year-old right-hander, who signed a three-year, $38 million free-agent deal with the team in the 
offseason, had his best outing of a promising spring in Tuesday’s 2-1 victory over the Giants at Sloan 
Park. 
 
Chatwood pitched five innings of shutout ball, allowing one hit and striking out nine. His spring ERA in 
four starts: a puny 0.82. That covers only 11 innings, but who’s counting? 
 
“It was good,” he said of his latest effort, “but there’s still a lot of room for improvement.” 
 
Chatwood has his full arsenal working right now. 
 
“I feel like I’m able to throw strikes with my cutter and changeup when I need to, to get me back in 
counts,” he said. “I’ve always been heavily reliant on my fastball, so if I’m able to keep them off my 
fastball with the cutter and changeup, it’s just going to make my fastball play that much better. 
 
“And I think I did that tonight. I was able to throw cutters when I was behind and then freeze some guys 
late on fastballs. So it was nice.” 
 
His experience thus far as a Cub? Also nice. 
 
“Yeah, it’s awesome,” he said. “Obviously, playing against these guys you see them and you see how 
much fun they’re having, but they’re winning games at the same time. I think that’s the culture they’ve 
built here. It’s great to be a part of.” 
 
The Buff Brothers 
 
Cubs manager Joe Maddon joked about former star pitcher Jake Arrieta’s compatibility with his new 
manager, the famously well-put-together Gabe Kapler. Arrieta signed a three-year, $75 million deal with 
the Phillies this week. 
 
“I think him and Gabe are going to get along well, have chances to discuss diets and supplements and 
new methods of nutrition and Pilates and the whole nine yards. He went to the right manager regarding 
lifestyle similarities. … They both belong in a magazine and I’m sure they might end up there side-by-
side.” 
 
Draft talk 
 
Arrieta’s signing secures a second compensation pick in this year’s amateur draft for the Cubs, who also 
received one when the Rockies signed former Cubs closer Wade Davis. Both player were made 
qualifying offers by the Cubs. 
 
Because both signed contracts worth $50 million-plus in guaranteed money and because the Cubs did 
not exceed the luxury-tax payroll threshold in 2017, the compensation picks both will be slotted before 
the third round of the draft. That could mean four picks for the Cubs in the top 80. 



 

 
And then there were 40 
 
The Cubs cut their spring roster by nine Tuesday. Seven players were optioned to Class AAA Iowa: 
infielder David Bote and pitchers Dario Alvarez, Luke Farrell, Cory Mazzoni, Alec Mills, Jen-Ho Tseng and 
Rob Zastryzny. Two others, outfielder Jacob Hannemann and infielder Chesny Young, were assigned to 
minor-league camp. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Sun-Times 
Cubs’ Ian Happ — even without deal he sought — is on a path to get what he wants 
By Steve Greenberg 
 
MESA, Ariz. — Look, it’s not the end of the world. The Cubs and second-year outfielder Ian Happ — a 
spring sensation, and that’s putting it lightly — were unable to come to terms on a 2018 salary. So the 
team opted to simply renew his deal at a reported $570,000, which is just a smidge over the prorated 
league minimum. 
 
Happ, who belted a measly 24 home runs in 115 games as a rookie, is the first player with three or fewer 
years of big-league experience to have his contract renewed by the Cubs in Theo Epstein’s seven years in 
charge of these things. Every other such player struck a new deal. 
 
If Happ is bent out of shape about a turn of events that undoubtedly cost him some money, even if not a 
lot of it, he isn’t saying so. 
 
“It’s perfectly fine,” he said Tuesday, a few hours before clubbing a leadoff home run off Giants ace 
Madison Bumgarner at Sloan Park. “There were no issues, no hard feelings. The guys upstairs do a great 
job of treating players the right way.” 
 
But there’s little doubt Happ — who many felt was a candidate to be traded during the offseason — is 
on a path toward reaping the big-time benefits of baseball. On second look, there’s nothing measly at all 
about the 24 homers and 68 runs he drove in during an impressive 2017 debut. And the shot off 
Bumgarner was his fifth already this spring. 
 
Happ made a lot of sense as a potential trade piece because of his tremendous versatility as a 23-year-
old, switch-hitting center fielder with extensive experience at second base. It turns out the Cubs are the 
team most likely to benefit from all that. A major payday appears to be coming from somebody, before 
too long. 
 
“We all play this game because we love it and we love the competition,” Happ said. “Everything that 
comes along with it is just a benefit. That’s how I look at it.” 
 
That’s understating the reality of the matter, which is that Happ’s performance — which includes back-
to-back spectacular springs with the bat — has been a revelation. Lately, he isn’t just throwing his hat in 
the ring to be the Cubs’ primary leadoff hitter this season. He’s making all conversation on the topic 
moot, his batting average this spring hovering near .400. 
 
Happ wasn’t necessarily considered a leadoff man of the future when the Cubs drafted him in the first 
round in 2015, but perhaps he should’ve been. He led off throughout high school. He did it some more 
as a college star at Cincinnati during summer ball in the Cape Cod League. 



 

 
His switch-hitting certainly plays favorably into the role, especially if Happ is correct in his assessment 
that his tools from the right side of the plate (see: the homer off Bumgarner) have been sharpened 
across the board since last year. Happ, a natural right-handed hitter, has been a full-time switch hitter 
since his freshman year of high school, but he starting experimenting with it in earnest a whole lot 
earlier than that — at eight years old. 
 
Happ’s brother, 14 at the time, was giving switch-hitting a shot. Happ’s favorite big-leaguers, the 
Indians’ Omar Vizquel and the Braves’ Chipper Jones, hit from both sides of the plate. It just felt right 
and has ever since. 
 
Seven-figure success? It’s only a matter of time. For now, Happ wants to put that leadoff role on lock. 
 
“I really enjoy it,” he said. “I enjoy getting on for those guys behind me, and my approach suits it well. 
And I want those five at-bats every day. I want to be in that position where I know it’s going to happen 
and I can be confident in that it’s something I’ve really embraced.” 
 
-- 
 
The Athletic 
10 takeaways from the Jake Arrieta saga 
By Patrick Mooney 
 
MESA, Ariz. — It will take years to fully understand the ramifications for the Philadelphia Phillies, super-
agent Scott Boras, the players union and the National League’s balance of power, but here are 10 
takeaways as the Cubs wave goodbye and tip their cap to Jake Arrieta. 
 
1. Arrieta is a Cub for life working on a three-year, $75 million guarantee from the Phillies. Whether or 
not we ever again see anything that tops Arrieta’s Bob Gibson-esque second half in 2015 (12-1, 0.75 
ERA), it won’t be the same as doing it for an iconic team with a young group that needed confidence and 
direction and would ride that momentum to end a century-and-counting championship drought a year 
later. 
 
“Obviously, he’s going to be in Cubs history forever, but it’s kind of world history, in a sense,” outfielder 
Jason Heyward said Tuesday at the Sloan Park complex. “He got over here before things turned around 
as an organization. He was able to turn himself around and then be a part of something really special. 
 
“He was right there in the middle of everything for us — big games, big hits, stuff like that. I’m kind of 
looking forward to seeing how many homers he can hit in Philly in that small ballpark.” 
 
2. Arrieta never turned down a reported four-year, $110 million offer to return to the Cubs. President of 
baseball operations Theo Epstein focused this offseason on staying underneath the $197 million luxury-
tax threshold and a contract with a $27.5 million average annual value wouldn’t have made sense for 
those plans. 
 
The Cubs preferred Yu Darvish’s upside, but also made sure to spread his $126 million deal over six years 
instead of five to stay more flexible for the trade deadline, looming salary commitments and the banner 
class of free agents next winter, when Arrieta will probably try to help recruit Bryce Harper to 
Philadelphia. 
 



 

3. The Cubs worked the system and are now on the clock with five of the first 100 picks in June's draft. 
By letting Arrieta walk, closing the Darvish deal, not outbidding the Colorado Rockies for closer Wade 
Davis and not signing a free agent tagged with a qualifying offer — like Alex Cobb — the Cubs are now 
lined up at Nos. 24, 63, 77, 78 and 98 to restock the farm system. 
 
4. Boras works for Arrieta, not the other way around. Yes, Boras pushed the Max Scherzer/Jon Lester 
comparisons early and often and couldn’t find an impulsive owner or an overeager front office to go to 
the $155-$210 million range and extend for six or seven years. No one was going to pull that off in this 
environment where so many franchises are writing off big-league seasons and driven by luxury-tax 
concerns. Arrieta is also ultra-competitive and supremely confident and those personality traits spill 
over into the free-agent process. 
 
5. Kris Bryant — another Boras client and a former MVP so disturbed that he volunteered to become the 
team’s union rep this year — put it this way: Arrieta thought he earned and deserved more but got a 
pretty good deal under the circumstances. Arrieta will earn $55 million in the first two years and then 
gets opt-out flexibility. 
 
“Really happy for him,” manager Joe Maddon said. “I know it didn’t turn out exactly the way he wanted 
it to turn out, but it’s still pretty significant for him and his family. If all this goes well, I’m sure he’s going 
to have another shot at it a couple years down the road. 
 
“I have nothing but wonderful things to think about when I think about him. He’s all of that.” 
 
6. The thank you video sent out through the team’s official Twitter account and Arrieta’s handwritten 
note were classy gestures and superbly done. Also remember what Anthony Rizzo said before pitchers 
and catchers officially reported to camp last month — and how the Cubs stashed Arrieta for seven starts 
at Triple-A Iowa in the middle of the 2013 season after that shrewd trade with the Baltimore Orioles. 
 
Every team manipulates the system, but without that delay, Arrieta is a free agent heading into his age-
31 season, coming off two World Series wins on the road and only a year removed from his Cy Young 
Award campaign. 
 
“As a player, you work for six-plus years to get to that golden ticket,” Rizzo said. “It’s being a free agent. 
You get screwed along the way. You get left off the big-league roster for a couple days, so they can have 
your service time (for another year). You get sent up and down with options. There’s just a lot of things 
that go into the business.” 
 
7. That anger is simmering within the Major League Baseball Players Association, which is going to 
lawyer up to combat the owners’ business experience, commissioner Rob Manfred’s labor relations 
background and all the legal firepower at his Park Avenue headquarters. Whether or not executive 
director Tony Clark survives — or moves into more of a No. 2 role or player liaison position — players 
who came of age during an era of labor peace are suddenly engaged while agents are furious about the 
consequences from a collective bargaining agreement that runs until December 2021. 
 
8. Props to Arrieta for being an individual in a groupthink sport and so open at a time when many 
professional athletes are programmed to sound like robots. We really didn’t need to see the Tommy La 
Stella-inspired Coastal Carolina tattoo on Arrieta’s right butt cheek after losing a College World Series 
bet. 
 
But Arrieta almost always answered the questions with sharp insight and brutal honesty, admitting he 
once thought about quitting the game and using his contacts and marketing background at Texas 



 

Christian University to support his family instead of riding the Triple-A rollercoaster. That accountability 
will go a long way in Philly. 
 
“He’s an awesome player and a great teammate,” La Stella said, “so anytime something like this goes 
down, obviously you want it to get resolved as quickly as possible and get him back in a clubhouse and 
get him working again. 
 
“It will be a nice fit for them. He’s got an opportunity to influence a team that’s probably going to be 
pretty good here sometime soon.” 
 
9. What are the Milwaukee Brewers and St. Louis Cardinals thinking? The Brewers have a dynamite 
lineup and a rotation filled with questions marks. How does signing outfielder Lorenzo Cain to a five-
year, $80 million contract make more sense than investing in a top-of-the-rotation starter? 
 
The Cardinals must be feeling pretty good about themselves for a third-place team that missed the 
playoffs for the second year in a row and spent only $14 million on free agents this offseason. Arrieta 
definitely would have given a jolt to the division race. 
 
“Honestly, it doesn’t matter to me,” Maddon said. “I want what’s best for Jake and his family. Period. 
Jake did so much wonderful work for the Cubs. 
 
“I have enough faith or confidence in our group that we’ll be fine, regardless. I really want to see 
something good happen for Jake and his family.” 
 
10. Arrieta has exquisite penmanship, which shouldn’t be that much of a surprise for someone with such 
a distinctive look — mountain man beard, flat-brim hat, the occasional onesie at a Dodger Stadium press 
conference after throwing a no-hitter on national TV — and an overall presentation that once led 
Maddon to call him the male Jane Fonda. 
 
Maddon managed Gabe Kapler with the Tampa Bay Rays and thinks Arrieta will hit it off with the new 
Phillies manager. 
 
“I know Gabe,” Maddon said. “They’re going to have chances to discuss diets and supplements and new 
methods of nutrition and Pilates and the whole nine yards. He went to the right manager regarding 
lifestyle similarities, so it should be interesting. 
 
“They’ve got it all together. Listen, they both belong in a magazine, and I’m sure they might end up 
there side by side at some point.” 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs express gratitude for role Arrieta played 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
MESA, Ariz. -- No matter what Jake Arrieta does for the Phillies, the Cubs will always remember what he 
did for them on Oct. 7, 2015. On that date, the right-hander propelled the Cubs into the postseason, 
throwing a shutout against the Pirates to win the National League Wild Card Game. 
 



 

"Dynamic," Cubs manager Joe Maddon said of Arrieta's performance. "What he did in probably the most 
significant game we played against the Pirates, winning that Wild Card Game. That jettisoned us beyond. 
That was a kind of a seminal moment right there." 
 
Arrieta threw his first career no-hitter that year, on Aug. 30 against the Dodgers, and finished 22-6 with 
a 1.77 ERA, winning the NL Cy Young Award. 
 
On Tuesday, the right-hander was dressed in Phillies red after signing a three-year contract with the 
team. 
 
"I'm happy for him," said Cubs infielder Tommy La Stella, who exchanged text messages Monday with 
Arrieta. "It's awesome, and it'll be a nice fit for them. He has an opportunity to influence a team that will 
be pretty good sometime soon." 
 
"I'm really happy for him," Maddon said of Arrieta, who was a free agent for the first time this offseason. 
"I saw that picture of him standing next to the Phillies' private jet, and I thought that was pretty cool. 
 
"I think him and Gabe [Kapler] will get along well," Maddon said. "They'll have chances to discuss diets 
and supplements and new methods of nutrition and Pilates and the whole nine yards. He went to the 
right manager regarding lifestyle similarities. It should be interesting." 
 
Both Arrieta and Kapler look as if they could pose for the cover of a men's health publication as the 
desired "after" photos. 
 
"They both belong in a magazine, and I'm sure they might end up there side by side at some point," 
Maddon said. 
 
One of the turning points for Arrieta with the Cubs and Maddon may have come June 21, 2015, when 
the right-hander threw a four-hit shutout. Maddon said he "permitted" Arrieta to go the distance, and 
sometimes when that happens, it gives the pitcher a confidence boost. 
 
"When you go out there as a Major League starting pitcher and complete what you started, it does 
something to you inside," Maddon said. 
 
Jason Heyward didn't bother Arrieta during the offseason regarding his free agency. The first time 
Heyward sent a text was on March 6, Arrieta's birthday. 
 
"It's life-changing money for him and his family," Heyward said. "Obviously he's done a lot for us, for 
Chicago and for baseball. I'm happy for him. I told him, 'I miss you guys.' I miss his kids when they come 
around." 
 
Arrieta said thanks to Cubs fans and Chicago in a handwritten note and mentioned one of the things he 
liked was how well the team took care of his family. 
 
"There's a lot to be said about how they allow us to show up and focus on baseball," Heyward said. "I've 
had family come around plenty and friends come around, and I don't have to think or worry too much 
about them. We can just focus on trying to win." 
 
The Cubs admit it will be strange seeing Arrieta dressed in Phillies red when he comes to Wrigley Field 
June 5-7. 
 



 

"It's going to be weird," La Stella said. "We have an off-day in Chicago [on June 4] before Philly comes to 
town. It'll be good. We can hang out. It'll be good to see him." 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs send nine out of Major League camp 
By Carrie Muskat 
 
MESA, Ariz. -- Manager Joe Maddon likes what he's seen of the young Cubs in spring camp, including the 
nine players assigned to Minor League camp Tuesday. 
 
Right-handed pitchers Luke Farrell, Cory Mazzoni, Alec Mills and Jen-Ho Tseng, left-handed pitchers 
Dario Alvarez and Rob Zastryzny and infielder David Bote were optioned to Triple-A Iowa. Two non-
roster invitees were assigned to Minor League camp: infielder Chesny Young and outfielder Jacob 
Hannemann. 
 
"There are a lot of good under-the-radar guys here now," Maddon said Tuesday. "There's more there 
than you think. Check out Bote. ... He's been very impressive. Hannemann, I don't know if he's the best 
athlete in camp but if he's not, he's real close." 
 
Injury updates 
 
Javier Baez was held out of the lineups of both of the Cubs' split-squad games Tuesday. Baez had to 
come out of last Thursday's game because of tightness in his left hamstring. He underwent an MRI and 
could return to action later this week. 
 
"We're getting close -- he's getting close," Maddon said. "I don't think it'll be much longer. He's doing 
well, the [athletic] trainers are happy, he's happy. We're being overly cautious right now." 
 
Could Baez return by the end of the week? 
 
"I think that's possible," Maddon said. "If not, it's obviously the beginning of next week. Maybe by the 
end of this weekend, you might see him." 
 
Willson Contreras, who had been ill, returned to the Cubs lineup Tuesday and hit a two-run homer in a 
7-5 loss to the Padres. 
 
"To have that much time off and be that on, not everybody can do that," Maddon said. 
 
Reliever Pedro Strop, who has been slowed because of a tender left calf, has yet to appear in a game. 
He's also been feeling ill. 
 
Montgomery starts 
 
In his first spring start Tuesday, lefty Mike Montgomery gave up two runs on five hits over 3 2/3 innings, 
striking out three against the Padres in a split-squad game. 
 
Nightcap notes 
 



 

Making his fourth spring start, Tyler Chatwood struck out nine and gave up one hit over five innings in 
the Cubs' 2-1 split-squad win Tuesday night over the Giants. The right-hander came into the game with 
three K's in six innings. Ian Happ smacked his second leadoff homer this spring, off the Giants' Madison 
Bumgarner, and his fifth in Cactus League play, and Addison Russell added a leadoff shot in the fourth. 
 
Between starts, Chatwood had talked about wanting to clean up some things. Everything worked 
Tuesday night. 
 
"Obviously, I was incorporating more cutters, curveballs and changeups tonight," he said. "I think 
throughout the year, I need to keep reminding myself about that because it gets everything back to 
where it needs to be." 
 
• Catcher Victor Caratini survived getting hit by a pitch by Bumgarner in the fourth and a collision at 
home plate with Austin Jackson in the Giants' fifth. Caratini stayed in the game to finish the fifth and 
help Chatwood record his ninth strikeout, and then came out of the game. He has a sore left knee and 
was listed as day to day. 
 
• The game was played in front of a Cactus League and Sloan Park record crowd of 15,849, topping the 
previous high of 15,523 set at the Cubs' home park on March 20, 2016. 
 
Camp battle 
 
The only real decision this spring is regarding who will back up Contreras. Chris Gimenez caught Jon 
Lester on Friday, and on Sunday, the catcher was behind the plate for Yu Darvish. Gimenez, who is a 
non-roster invitee in camp, played for Maddon on the Rays in 2012 and '13. 
 
But Maddon likes Caratini, who made his debut last year. 
 
"If he was on another team that lacked catching depth, that's all you'd be hearing about is Victor 
Caratini now," Maddon said. "We just happen to have a pretty good starting catcher. This guy is really 
good, he's not just OK. He's a Major League catcher right now given the opportunity." 
 
Up next 
 
The Cubs travel to Surprise on Wednesday to face the Royals. Alec Mills will get the start. The right-
hander made three starts at Triple-A Iowa last season but was bothered by injuries. He did pitch in the 
Arizona Fall League, making six starts. Jon Lester, the Cubs' Opening Day starter, will stay on schedule by 
facing the Triple-A Reno team in Scottsdale at 1 p.m. MT. 
 
-- 
 
Cubs.com 
Cubs plan on keeping core around for a while 
By Joe Posnanski 
 
When Theo Epstein began with the Padres, he found himself seated at a desk right between Eddie 
Epstein and Kevin Towers. 
 
Eddie Epstein -- no relation -- was one of the first sabermetricians to work in the game. He might even 
be the first, depending on how you define sabermetrician. He built his view of the game around 



 

analytics; and he was frustrated because, as Epstein said in Michael Lewis' "Moneyball," "There was a 
profusion of new knowledge and it was easily ignored." 
 
Towers was a baseball scout through and through. He loved to talk about the game with anybody; he 
felt the rhythms of the game, loved the traditions, followed his gut, he was old-school to his core. 
 
And Theo Epstein found right away that he felt comfortable in both worlds. 
 
This is my favorite thing about Theo: He is invulnerable to labels, impossible to put into any box. For 
years, people have seen him as a new-age, Moneyball general manager, in part because he is Yale-
educated and has a law degree, in part because he was hired to be the GM of the Red Sox at age 29, in 
part because he does embrace the analytics of the game. All these things are true. 
 
But to see only that part is to miss Theo Epstein. 
 
For instance, you probably didn't know that the Cubs are, in a small way, an homage to his mother's 
Brooklyn Dodgers of the late 1940s and early '50s. 
 
When Ilene Epstein -- Theo's mother -- was growing up in Brooklyn, she knew the name of every single 
player on the field for the "Boys of Summer" Brooklyn Dodgers. Well, sure she did -- everyone in 
Brooklyn did. Those Jackie Robinson Dodgers are one of the most beloved teams in baseball history, a 
team that has been endlessly celebrated and memorialized and cherished through the years. 
 
"A whole country was stirred by the high deeds and thwarted longings of The Duke, Preacher, Pee Wee, 
Skoonj and the rest," Roger Kahn wrote in "The Boys of Summer." "The team was awesome good and 
yet defeated. Their skills lifted everyman's spirit and their defeat joined them with everyman's 
existence, a national team, with a country in thrall, irresistible and unable to beat the Yankees." 
 
"I'd always hear about the Brooklyn Dodgers," Epstein said, "you know Campy behind the plate and 
Hodges at first, Jackie Robinson at second, Pee Wee Reese at short, Duke Snider in center, and, who was 
that in right field, oh, yeah, Carl Furillo. My Mom would always remember the names because they were 
all together for so long." 
 
He smiles. 
 
"That's what we have wanted to do in Chicago," Epstein said. 
 
This year, like the past three years, the Chicago Cubs will fundamentally be the same team they were 
last year ... and the year before that ... and even the year before that. It will be Kris Bryant at third, 
Addison Russell at short, Javier Baez at second and Anthony Rizzo at first. 
 
It will still be Willson Contreras behind the plate, Kyle Schwarber in left field, Jason Heyward in right field 
and 23-year-old Albert Almora Jr. will be in center for the second straight season. All of them, every 
player, is 28 or younger. Epstein wants this to be the Cubs' team for the next three or four or five years, 
forever if possible. 
 
"We have a chance to replicate what they did in Brooklyn," Epstein said, "which is pretty rare. Today it's 
a mercenary age, but we have a run of possibly seven years. I just love being able to allow our fans to 
get to know our group of guys over a long period of time. ... Fans always like their players, but they get a 
chance to fall in love with players when they get to see their ups and downs, the arc of their careers, and 
also the team's arc as well." 



 

 
Epstein believes that keeping players together also gives them a better chance to understand each 
other, and that helps build a winning environment. Last year, the Cubs struggled most of the year. It was 
clear that the hangover from the World Series triumph was much more powerful than anyone expected 
-- and the Cubs expected it to be bad. A year ago, Epstein talked confidently about how well the Cubs 
prepared to deal with the aftermath of finally winning. 
 
"I thought we did a pretty good job preparing," Epstein said. "And we also utterly failed. Human nature 
is undefeated." 
 
Epstein said that early in the year particularly, he would see the players struggling to get motivated for a 
game. Here they were a few months before winning one of the greatest World Series games in memory, 
and then there were parades, television appearances, fame, fortune, and suddenly they had to find the 
motivation to play a weekend series in Pittsburgh. 
 
"It was silly," Epstein says. "The first couple of weeks of the season we had guys openly wondering, 'How 
am I going to get up for this game?' It's a big league regular-season game, yeah, but it's a Tuesday night 
against such-and-such with 15,000 people in the stands. It's just hard out there after what they had 
been through." 
 
The malaise lasted for months. The Cubs were two games under .500 at the All-Star break. They were 
hardly the first team to win a World Series one year and flounder the next -- the 2016 Royals, the '15 
Giants, the '14 Red Sox, the '13 Giants, none of these teams even made the postseason the year after 
winning the World Series. 
 
But this is where Epstein's idea about keeping a team together paid off. After the embarrassment of the 
All-Star Game -- only one Cubs player made it, and it was reliever Wade Davis, who was not even on the 
World Series team -- they regrouped. They never found the 2016 rhythm but they coughed and 
wheezed into the playoffs and made it to the National League Championship Series. Epstein is sure that 
was in part about the players feeding off each other and pushing each other. 
 
"They realized, all together, 'We're not playing with that edge, this isn't who we are,'" Epstein said. 
"They asked, 'Is this who we really want to be?' That was the rewarding part of last season. It would 
have been so easy for them to fade away -- 'Hey, it's not our year, we'll get them next season.' But they 
didn't." 
 
Some years ago, after I wrote "The Machine," about the 1975 Reds, I was pulled over for speeding at the 
Ohio border between Indianapolis and Cincinnati. The officer came over and asked for my license and 
registration, and saw that I had a few copies of the book in the front seat. 
 
"What's that?" he asked. I told him, and in a split second he said: "Rose, Concepcion, Morgan, Perez, 
Foster, Geronimo, Griffey, Bench." Those were the fabulous eight in the field. And then he let me go. 
 
"If we can give Cubs fans that sort of memory, where they can know every player 25 or 50 years from 
now," Epstein said, "that would be pretty special." 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Fitness-conscious Jake Arrieta has kindered soul in Phillies manager Gabe Kapler 
By Mark Gonzales 



 

 
Manager Joe Maddon gushed about Jake Arrieta’s contributions to the Cubs but sensed that his former 
star pitcher would blend well with Phillies manager Gabe Kapler. 
 
“I think (Arrieta) and Gabe are going to get along well,” said Maddon, who managed Kapler with the 
Rays in 2009-10. “They’re going to have chances to discuss diets and supplements and new methods of 
nutrition and Pilates and the whole nine yards. 
 
“He went to the right manager regarding lifestyle similarities. So it should be interesting.” 
 
The fitness-conscious Arrieta practices Pilates and used to carry jugs of kale juice around with him. 
Arrieta performed a photo shoot in the Arizona desert for The Body Issue for ESPN The Magazine in 
2016. 
 
Kapler has been on the cover of Gym and Exercise. 
 
“They could both go on a magazine and, I’m sure they might end up side by side,” Maddon quipped. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
As Cubs' new player rep, Kris Bryant eager to address many issues 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
In a span of three years, Kris Bryant has suffered the disappointment of not gaining a spot on the Cubs 
roster he and his teammates strongly believed he deserved and watched former ace Jake Arrieta wait 
4½ months before signing with another team as a free agent. 
 
Those incidents piqued Bryant’s interest in labor issues to the point that he has become the Cubs’ player 
representative to the Major League Baseball Players Association. Bryant eagerly anticipates plenty of 
dialogue Thursday morning when he and his teammates meet with Executive Director Tony Clark and 
other MLBPA officials. 
 
“It’s very important because the next (collective bargaining agreement) is up right when we’re free 
agents (after the 2021 season),” Bryant said. “It will be nice to have everyone participate. I’m sure a lot 
of the other clubs have stepped up. 
 
The Cubs were one of the more aggressive teams in the free-agent market, retooling their pitching staff 
in December with the addition of Tyler Chatwood, Brandon Morrow and Steve Cishek and signing Yu 
Darvish in mid-February. 
 
But returning players such as Jon Lester and Bryant remain baffled as to why it took so long for Arrieta, 
the 2015 National League Cy Young Award winner who won 54 games the last three seasons, to secure a 
three-year, $75 million contract with the Phillies. 
 
The players realize the CBA can’t be changed but have taken note of developments that may come to 
the forefront in the next negotiations. 
 
“It’s nice to be one of the last clubs (to meet) at the end of spring,” Bryant said. “There probably will be 
stuff brought up that other teams raised in their meetings, and it will be great to start that 
conversation.” 



 

 
The Cubs managed to land a marquee starter in Darvish and still are projected to avoid paying a 
competitive-balance tax for the second consecutive season. But they face a financial juggling act in the 
future, especially with Bryant, pitcher Kyle Hendricks and shortstop Addison Russell in line for more 
lucrative contracts as arbitration-eligible players. 
 
The Cubs’ decision to send Bryant to the minors for 12 days at the start of the 2015 season delayed his 
eligibility for free agency until 2022 instead of 2021 — the last year of the current CBA. 
 
Bryant said he and his teammates will watch closely how teams manipulate players’ service time. 
Reliever Carl Edwards Jr. has a reasonable chance to be eligible for arbitration next season as a “Super 
Two” player if he remains on the major-league roster the entire season. 
 
“(My type of situation is) something that probably should be brought up in the next CBA negotiations so 
that doesn’t happen again,” Bryant said. “I’m sure it will happen a couple more times up until that point. 
I’ve been through it and it wasn’t a fun thing, knowing that I earned (a roster spot and didn‘t get it). 
 
“The team found a way to get around it, and (it) did. There are no hard feelings now, (but) I’ve learned 
from it. It would be nice to address that, but there are a lot of other issues that could be taken care of 
too. It will be great to get that conversation started.” 
 
Russell expressed his support for Bryant’s leadership. 
 
“All these issues are important,” Russell said. “It’s nice to have a player rep like KB, who is approachable, 
talks to you and is very knowledgeable about the whole thing.” 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Tuesday's spring recap: Padres 7, Cubs 5; Giants at Cubs 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
Despite a four-run third inning Tuesday, the Cubs lost to the Padres 7-5 in a split-squad game at the 
Peoria Sports Complex. Willson Contreras smacked a two-run homer off the batter’s eye in center field 
to cap the rally. Contreras is batting .353 (6-for-17) this spring. 
 
At the plate: After a slow start, Albert Almora Jr. is making his case for the leadoff spot. Almora collected 
a pair of hits in his first two at-bats, including an RBI double that ignited a four-run third. Contreras hit a 
soft line drive to second with a runner at third for the final out of the first. The Cubs are playing the 
Giants in a split-squad game Tuesday night at Sloan Park. 
 
On the mound: Left-hander Mike Montgomery couldn’t work out of a jam in the fourth and finished with 
54 pitches. Montgomery would like to get stretched out to five innings in the event of an emergency 
start during the season. Montgomery allowed an RBI double to Hunter Renfroe on a low curve in the 
fourth. 
 
In the field: Non-roster invitee Ryan Court has getting a look at various positions the last few days. 
Despite the glut of outfielders, Court got a start in left field — where he played in 38 games for Triple-A 
Pawtucket in 38 games in 2017. Left-hander Rob Zastryzny committed a balk during a three-run seventh. 
 
Key number: 25 — Ian Happ’s total bases this spring 



 

 
Up next: Vs. Royals, 3:05 p.m. Wednesday at Surprise Stadium. RH Alec Mills vs. TBA. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs happy Jake Arrieta finally signed big-money, free-agent deal with Phillies 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
“Dynamic.” 
 
That’s how manager Joe Maddon described the impact of Jake Arrieta during his final three seasons with 
the Cubs. 
 
Maddon called Arrieta’s 11-strikeout shutout in the 2015 National League wild-card game against the 
Pirates in Pittsburgh as the “most significant” game the Cubs played in turning around the franchise. 
 
Maddon went on to list some of Arrieta’s accomplishments that season, starting with his 122-pitch 
complete game against the Twins in Minnesota, his no-hitter at Dodger Stadium and his winning the NL 
Cy Young Award. 
 
Arrieta tweeted a photograph of himself in front of the Phillies’ private jet before flying to Clearwater, 
Fla., where his new team trains. 
 
“I thought (the photo) was really cool,” Maddon said. 
 
Infielder Tommy La Stella, who said he exchanged text messages with Arrieta, admitted it will be weird 
to see his friend wearing red. But La Stella stressed the impact Arrieta had on the Cubs, especially in the 
second half of his 22-6 season in 2015. 
 
“You knew what you were going to get every time he took the ball,” said La Stella, who started at third 
base in the wild-card game. “Any time you got somebody on a roll, it was a good feeling for the 
clubhouse.” 
 
Right fielder Jason Heyward is happy Arrieta finally signed as the free agent got $75 million guaranteed 
for three years. 
 
“You can’t take it for granted,” Heyward said. “I’m happy he got life-changing money for him and his 
family. He has a job and his family is going to be taken care of. 
 
“We’re going to miss him. You’ve seen how it is for us when somebody goes. We really appreciated him 
and he’ll be missed.” 
 
Extra innings: Jon Lester will pitch a simulated game Wednesday in Mesa, as Alec Mills will face the 
Royals in Surprise. … Infielder Javier Baez may return by the end of the week, Maddon said. … Right-
handed pitchers Luke Farrell, Cory Mazzoni, Jen-Ho Tseng and Mills, left-handers Dario Alvarez and Rob 
Zastryzny and infielder David Bote were optioned to Triple-A Iowa. Infielder Chesny Young and 
outfielder Jacob Hannemann were assigned to the minor-league camp. 
 
-- 
 



 

Chicago Tribune 
'Refreshed' Tyler Chatwood invigorated by Cubs' winning culture 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
After striking out nine in five innings of work, Tyler Chatwood was feeling “refreshed” by pitching in a 
night game for the first time this spring. 
 
And Chatwood’s latest success has fueled the confidence he’s felt since joining the Cubs in December. 
 
“You walk in there today and you have that attitude we’re winning today,” Chatwood said Tuesday night 
after allowing only an infield hit in a 2-1 win over the Giants. 
 
“It’s hard to build that. You can preach it all you want, but it’s hard to get that feeling night in and night 
out. Just in spring training, you see guys walk in and have that atmosphere from the get-go. It was like 
that since camp started, so I’m looking very forward to being a part of it.” 
 
Chatwood, who is projected to be the Cubs’ fifth starter, likes joining a team with greater expectations 
after pitching for a Rockies team last season that surprised by earning a National League wild-card berth. 
 
“It’s awesome,” said Chatwood, who has struck out 12 in 11 innings while allowing only one run in four 
spring starts. “Playing against these guys and seeing how much fun they have and they’re winning 
games at the same time. And I think that’s the culture they’ve built here, and they’ve got guys with great 
character in that clubhouse. So it’s fun to be a part of. 
 
“Everyone here wants to win. They have already. They won the (2016) World Series and the guys they 
brought in, we want to be part of that. We want to feel that same feeling.” 
 
Against the Giants, Chatwood took nothing for granted as he mixed in a few offspeed pitches to 
Madison Bumgarner, one of the best hitting pitchers in the game: “He doesn’t get cheated on swings he 
takes. Obviously, he has a lot of power. You got to treat him like a hitter.” 
 
Catcher Victor Caratini suffered two blows to his left knee in the fifth, but the injury isn’t believed to be 
serious. 
 
Meanwhile, Alec Mills will start Wednesday’s game against the Royals at Surprise. Left-hander Jon Lester 
will face the Diamondbacks’ Triple-A Reno team at the Salt River Fields complex in Scottsdale. 
 
-- 
 
Chicago Tribune 
Cubs Q&A: Who is playing where in the outfield? Lasting Jake Arrieta memories? 
By Mark Gonzales 
 
The Tribune’s Mark Gonzales answers your Cubs questions. This week: The outfield situation, Jack 
Taylor’s Hall of Fame credentials and the end of the Jake Arrieta era. 
 
How about Albert Almora in right field and Ian Happ in center field if Jason Heyward flops offensively 
again? Almora is a plus fielder and Happ an athlete with speed. Of course, if Heyward snaps out of it and 
regains his St. Louis form, then he plays right field. — Jim Kratky 
 
 



 

I think you might see Happ or Ben Zobrist in right field under those conditions. Almora would stay in 
center field, unless you see an alignment of Kyle Schwarber in left field, Happ in center and Zobrist in 
right field against a tough right-hander. 
 
Are you familiar with Jack "The Brakeman" Taylor? I believe he should be in the Baseball Hall of Fame. 
The Screening Committee meets in 2020 to select candidates for induction in 2021. I'm a run of the mill 
baseball fan, but I came across Taylor, who began his career with the 1897 Milwaukee Brewers under 
Connie Mack, then played with the Chicago Orphans which became the Cubs, was traded to St. Louis 
and back again to the Cubs. His incredible number of consecutive complete games along with his career 
era baffles me as to why he is not in the HOF.— Mike Balsamello 
 
The word “incredible” might understate the 187 consecutive complete games thrown by Taylor from 
1901 to 1906. 
 
Taylor’s 2.65 ERA is impressive, considering he was only 13 games over .500 (152-139) and struck out 
only 662 in 2,626 innings. 
 
According to published reports, Taylor was alleged to have thrown games but was acquitted of charges. 
Taylor, however, was fined $300 for bad conduct. I would say those suspicions, and that he only pitched 
10 seasons, would hurt his cause. 
 
Why does the Cubs’ “Everybody In” slogan for 2018 seem so familiar? — Ronnie Hook, Schaumburg 
 
I’m not so sure I’ve heard that slogan elsewhere. I’m having a hard enough time keeping up with the 
slogans Joe Maddon puts on his art collection that currently hangs on the walls of their spring training 
complex. 
 
Why do they use the designated hitter in all spring training games? — Peter J. Sherman 
 
Teams try to get their position players as many at-bats as possible, so the use of the designated hitter is 
used frequently until the final week to 10 days of the regular season. 
 
There are some exceptions, including one incident five years ago that lead to some tension. Reds 
manager Dusty Baker wanted to give Shin-Sin Choo extra at-bats while not having to play the field 
because of a quad injury. But Diamondbacks manager Kirk Gibson wanted starting pitcher Brandon 
McCarthy to get some at-bats after spending his career in the American League. 
 
Since the Diamondbacks were the home team, Gibson got his way. Choo, who was nursing a sore leg, 
was relegated to the bench, and Baker didn’t shake Gibson’s hand during the lineup exchange. 
 
What are your thoughts on the Jake Arrieta era with the Cubs? — Cole Bartlett; Fountain Hills, Ariz. 
 
I wondered why Arrieta’ development stagnated with the Orioles after watching him dominate during 
an Arizona Fall League game about 10 years ago. 
 
When the Cubs traded for him about one month before I switched beats from the White Sox in 2013, I 
thought it was a great move simply because Arrieta would benefit from a change of scenery. 
 
I always believed he had frontline starter stuff, but I never thought he would ascend into the dominant 
monster he became in 2015. I can think of only one other pitcher who gave you the feeling he could 
throw a no-hitter every night he pitched — and that was Randy Johnson. 



 

 
I enjoyed my conversations with Arrieta, whether it was talking about TCU baseball and coach Jim 
Schlossnagle, his diet or how he intended to raise his son Cooper. 
 
I thought the 2015 National League wild-card game took a lot out of him, but he managed to throw a no-
hitter the following April without command of all his pitches. 
 
I’ll never forget his final out when he kept his cool after throwing a borderline 0-2 pitch that was called a 
ball. Arrieta barely flinched, kept his concentration and got the final out. That moment, and the way he 
navigated through the Dodgers’ batting order in Game 4 of the 2016 National League Championship 
Series, are moments that will linger. 
 
He never seemed too wound up on the day he pitched. I can attest to this when I saw him and his family 
walk by a candy store in Cleveland prior to Game 6 of the 2016 World Series — a must-win situation that 
Arrieta won. 
 
-- 
 
 


